The circular economy is aimed at eliminating waste and the continual use of resources.

When you choose a technology rotation strategy to manage your IT solutions, you are contributing to the circular economy because we:

- **Refurbish** hardware at the end of the term
- **Remarket** hardware after data sanitization
- **Recycle** hardware in a secure and environmentally conscious manner

### Advancements of Technology Rotation

The advantages of technology rotation extend beyond sustainability objectives and can make a significant difference in lowering your total cost of ownership (TCO). The business benefits of your IT devices comes from them being utilized, not owned.

- **Saves 28%** over buying one PC and keeping it for 6 years
- **Saves 33%** over buying one server and keeping it for 6 years
- **Saves 26%** over buying one system and keeping it for 6 years

**Learn more about our payment solutions by visiting delltechnologies.com/paymentsolutions**